SECTION 11 26 00
UNIT KITCHENS

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 DESCRIPTION
A. This section specifies Nourishment Unit-Type 22E, consisting of a stainless steel cabinet with sink and fixtures as shown and a refrigerator, ice maker and dispenser.
B. The 72-inch unit would have an undercounter refrigerator and two base cabinets; an undersink cabinet and a regular cabinet base.

1.2 RELATED WORK
A. For electrical connections and available voltages see electrical sections of the specifications and the drawings.
B. For plumbing connections see the plumbing sections of the specifications and the drawings.

1.3 STANDARDS
Sanitary Standards: Ice maker and dispensing machine shall have NSF seal as evidence that the NSF requirements have been met.

1.4 SUBMITTALS
A. Submit in accordance with Section 01 33 23, SHOP DRAWINGS, PRODUCT DATA, AND SAMPLES.
B. Shop Drawings: Showing construction material types and thickness, methods of anchoring, and plumbing and electrical connections.
C. Manufacturers Literature and Data: Instruction manuals and service manuals, including parts list. Proof of appliances being Energy Star qualified.

1.5 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS
A. The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the extent referenced. The publications are referenced in the text by the basic designation only.
B. Federal Specifications (Fed. Spec.):
   AA-R-00211H ............ Refrigerators, Mechanical, Household (Electrical, Self Contained)
   QQ-S-698 ............... Steel, Sheet And Strip, Low Carbon
C. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM):
   A167-99 (R2009) ........ Stainless and Heat Resisting Chromium-Nickel Steel Plate, Sheet, and Strip
D. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME):
   A112.18.1-11 .......... Plumbing Fixture Fittings
   A112.19.3-00 (R2009) ... Stainless Steel Plumbing Fixtures (Residential)
G. National Sanitation Foundation (NSF): Standard No. 2-10 ...... Food Equipment

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 MATERIALS
B. Stainless Steel: ASTM A167.
C. Rubber or Vinyl Base: Straight (for carpet), cove (for resilient floor); 100 mm (4 inch) high, 3 mm (1/8 inch) thick, flexible to conform to irregularities in walls, partitions and floors.
D. Plumbing Fixtures: ASME A112.18.1 and ASME A112.19.3, except die-cast zinc alloy is not acceptable.

2.2 CABINET FABRICATION
A. General: Construct cabinets of 1 mm (0.0359 inch) thick stainless steel with a No. 4 finish. Aluminized steel of the same thickness may be used where not visible when the cabinets are in place and where not otherwise specified.
B. Countertop: Form sink, top and splash backs of one piece, minimum 1.5 mm (0.0598 inch) thick, stainless steel, reinforced. Spray underside of sink and cooking top with sound-deadening material. Weld sink integrally with top with invisible flush seams. Provide curb at front edge of counter.
C. Base Unit:
   1. Storage Compartments: Two compartments, provide adjustable shelves and roll out trays on nylon rollers. Stainless steel doors may be either sliding or hinged.
   2. Drawers: Fabricate storage drawer from 1 mm (0.0359 inch) thick stainless steel. The drawer shall be removable. Equip with nylon rollers and stop, and stainless steel channels.

Spec Writer Note: Verify with medical center, if waste compartment is required.

//3. Waste Compartment: Provide the lower section of the cabinet with a hinged, tilt out stainless steel waste compartment equipped with a removable stainless steel, aluminum or rigid plastic container. //

4. Tray Storage Facility: Open tray storage compartment accommodating approximately 24, 350 mm by 450 mm (14 inch by 18 inch) trays.
2.3 PLUMBING FITTING AND TRIM

A. Faucets: ASME A112.18.1 // ASME A112.19.3 // Splash back mounted, chromium plated brass, having two valves with fixed spout fitted with an aerator. Fitting shall have replaceable seats and indexed chromium plated brass or stainless steel handles. Deck units with swing spouts, conforming to this specification, are also acceptable.

B. Drain: Cast or wrought brass with a stainless steel cup strainer.

C. Trap: Cast brass with brass cleanout plug.

2.4 ELECTRICAL WIRING, OUTLETS AND FIXTURES

Furnish and install fluorescent light fixture and locate as shown.

2.5 APPLIANCES

A. Ice Making and Dispensing Machine, NSF Approval:
   1. Capacity: 27 Kg (60 pound) storage, producing 158 Kg (350 pounds) in 24 hours. Ice in bin shall be agitated automatically at not more than 20 minute intervals to prevent congealing.
   2. Ice storage bin shall be constructed of stainless steel or molded jell-cut with urethane foam insulation.
   3. Provide an agitator for the storage bin.

B. Refrigerator: 170 cu cm (6.0 cu. ft.) self-defrosting refrigerator with a self-defrosting frozen food compartment (28 cu cm (1 cu. ft.) approximate size). Fabrication and performance characteristics shall be in accordance with applicable sections of Fed. Spec. AA-R-00211H, Grade C, all stainless steel refrigerator. Equip with two adjustable removable shelves. Provide either sliding or hinged stainless steel doors.

C. Condensers: Provide ice makers with water cooled condensing units.

D. Microwave: The microwave shall be furnished and installed by VA Medical Center.

E. All appliances shall be Energy Star qualified.

2.6 ACCESSORIES

A. Paper Cup Dispensers: Surface mounted type, fabricated of 0.75 mm (0.0299 inch) thick stainless steel. Dispensers shall be single stack units with a cup level indicator on the front door, and with a capacity of approximately 100, 175 ml (six ounce) flat bottom cups. Doors shall be hinged.

B. Paper Towel Dispensers: Surface mounted type, fabricate of minimum 0.75 mm (0.0299 inch) thick gage stainless steel. Doors shall be bottom hinged and equipped with key locks. Provide slots to indicate the level of towels in the dispenser. Dispenser shall have capacity of approximately 100 sheets of paper toweling, designed to dispense any kind of paper toweling.
C. Soap Dispensers, Liquid: Wall mounted 1200 ml (40 ounce) capacity type. Bottom mounted plunger type dispensers and dispensers having glass soap containers are not acceptable. Provide a 0.75 mm (0.0299 inch) thick stainless steel body with a 20 gage copper and nickel plated back. Valve shall have chromium plated brass or stainless steel housing with a non-corrosive cylinder and piston. Dispensers shall have a liquid-level indicator and locked filled cap. Mount dispensers with concealed fasteners.

PART 3 – EXECUTION

3.1 COORDINATION

Before installation check the location, and fittings for services to the unit. Coordinate this work with the plumbing and electrical trades.

3.2 FASTENINGS AND ANCHORAGE

A. Fastenings and anchorage for securing cabinets, except as otherwise specified, to adjoining construction shall be by toggle or expansion bolts, approximately 6 mm (1/4 inch) in diameter, or other appropriate size and type of fastenings as required for each specific type of installation. Space fastenings approximately 600 mm (24 inches) on center.

B. Where type, size of spacing of fastenings is not shown or specified, submit shop drawings showing proposed fastenings and method of installation.

C. Fastenings and anchorage for cabinets attached to metal stud partitions shall be as detailed on the drawings.

D. Cabinets shall not be anchored to wood ground strips.

--- END ---
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